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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
The need for a curriculum guide in English at Amelia High School
has existed over a long period of time. At the time of this writer• s
employment in September,

1955, the principal gave

only

one directive

which in any way might limit the teacher's own freedom of choice
within the prescribed t8xtbooks for her assignment of eighth- and
tenth-grade English:

"Begin where

the children

are."

It was ex

plained that students of Amelia High School crune, for the most part,
from rural homes of limited economic and cultural resources and that,
in the past,

only

a very small percentage--porhaps five per cent--of

its graduates had entered college.
Classes were sectioned in order to accommodate scheduling prob
lems for students, but homogeneous grouping of any kind was considered
by the administration to be undemocratic.

Two teachers devoted full

time to the teaching of English, and English classes over and above
the teaching load of these two were assigned to teachers whose primary
teaching responsibilities were in other fields more or less rclat d
to English.

Departmental organization as usually under to d did not

exist, although certain deference was shown to the jun or- and
senior-English teacher, who had seniority.
The year's work on each grade level was divided into two semesters-
one labeled "Qramma.r" a d the other, "Literature"; and promotion in
grades nine through twelve was on a semester basis.

Failures in the
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i'all semester were more frequent than those in the spring..-a condition
caused partially, at least, by a rather prevalent (and perhaps realistic)
belief among many students,
can't �et grammar.u

11

1 like literature--I can 6�t it ., but I

Failure during the regular school year necessitated

the student's repeating of the c ourse either in summer school or in the
subsequent school year.
In the summer of 1956 or 1957, three of the teachers of English
held an informal conference--perhaps two hours in length- nd decided
tentatively upon certain areas in grammar w hich would be given emphasis
in each grade level.

Other than that ., however, each teacher was expected

to operate with relative freedom and in dependence.

Such was the state

of planned curriculum development in English--or lack of it--at Amelia
High School until, in the latter part of May, 1965--ten years, several
Sputniks and other spacecraft, two superintendents, two principals, and
numerous frustrations (for both students and teachers) later, the
principal of the school requested that the two full-time teachers of
Eng lish cooperate in the formulation of an English curriculum for Amelia
High School--the project to be completed during a month of extra employ
ment in the summer.

The assignment was carried out, but at its con

clusion both teachers were aware that short advance notice, l imited
resources, and lack of adequate time for thorough investigation or
reflective thinking al l combined to restrict the real effectiveness of
the product.
Realizing a personal need for more thorough planning in the
assigned areas of ninth- and tenth-grade English and for an el boration
of the

11

skeleton" curriculum as devised in 196.5, the writer has con

tinued during the past year to consult vario us sources of up-to-date

3
professional information in an ef.fort to bring her own teachi.ng assign
ment within the pale of current curriculum practices in woll
school systems in various parts of the country.
of that study.

stablished

This thesis is a result

CHA.PTER II
SETTING
Amelia High School, a public c unty educational facility, had
an enrollment in 1965-66 of 262 students distributed among the grades
as follows:
Grade

8--S7

Grade 9--56
Grade 10--39
Grade

11--58

Grade

12--52

The school is located 1n the county-seat village of Amelia Gourt House,
Virginia, whose population was reported in 1960 as

Boo.

The location

of Amelia County (population in 1960, 7,815, about half of whom are
white and

the

ot,her

half,

Negro)-

pproximately thirty-five miles south

west of the state capital, Richmond, and only recently by-passed by· a
new four-lane highway--makes it relatively convenient for som of its
wage arners to commute to industrial plants in that city, but at least
ninety per cent of the students of Amelia High School are children
whose parents derive their principal income from dairying, tobacco
farming, or lumbering, or from activities somewhat related to the
agricultural and lumber industries, respectively.

The others are

from homes where on or both parents are engaged in such occupations
as teaching, the ministry� insurance, banking, or other business enter
prises.

The county Court House, with its spacious lawn and monument to the
Con.federate Dead, dominates the view in the central part of the village,
but nearby are the post office, the drug store, several grocery stores,
a small department store, the barber shop, a hardware store, a small
variety store, the bank, a law office, a beauty shop, a shoe shop, two
or three appliance stores,

d two or three insurance offices.

Baptist,

Methodist, Presbyterian, and Episcopal churches are located in the vil
lage, but membership ranges dmm.ward from 362 in the Amelia Baptist
Church to about fifty in Christ Church Episcopal.

Many of the students

enrolled in Amelia High School attend churches outside the village
where the membership is very small.
Bus transportation to and from Richmond is rather conveniently
scheduled, but most of the travel to Richmond and all of that to other
nearby points--Petersbure, Crewe, Blackstone, Farmville, and Powhatan-
is necessarily done by priv te me ns.

A pas.,enger train which formerly

operated between Danvi le and Riclunond served Ameli , but that was

discontinued several years a5o.
Most of the r creat:i.oru:11 activities in tho community are r la d
in some way to the school program--chiefly interscholastic ,ports.
A private club wit 1 golf course and swimming pool is available to a
few of the students whos pd.rents maintain zoombership in tho club,
but for movies, bowling, ok· ting, or oth r forms of entertainment and
recreation, the students munt go outside the county, since there arc
no local facilities to m ot these needs.
It is to this loca

ituation, then, a de cribed in the preceding

paragraphs, that the problem of curriculum construction must be addressed.
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Amelia High School is a far cry from the ideal high school envisioned by
Dr. James B. Conant--a high school of sufficient enrollment to insure a
graduating class each year of at least one hundred persons.l

As in the

case of many similar secondary schools, its prescribed units in English
are designated simply as English 8, English 9, English 10, English 11,
and English 12.

One elective course--World Literatu:re--is offered to

senj_ors whose previous work in English has been of above-average quality.
Amelia High School is not likely to expand sign.i.f:i.cantly in either enroll
ment or teaching personnel within the foreseeable future.

l:l;rema.ins a

small rural high school preparing its students for college, for business
school, for technical school, for the workaday world, and, above all,
for citizenship

in a democracy.

Herein lies not the plight,

but the

opportunity, of the teacher.
Within the over-all picture ., there have occurred .four major changes
pertinent to curriculum development, especially in the field of English.
First, there has been--since Sputnik I--a significant increase in
the number of Amelia High

School graduates who have entered college.

In fact, a high point was reached in 1964, when more than fifty per cent
of the June graduates entered college.

'l'hirty per cent of the 1965

graduates were accepted in colleges of their choice, and approximately
twenty per cent of the 1966 graduates are currently expecting to enter
college.

Practically all who have entered college have been able to

maintain their academic work in a creditable manner; and some, upon their
graduation from college, have assumed positions of leadership, responsi
bility, and influence-�not only in Virginia but in other states as well.
lJa:mes B. Conant, � American High School Todaz (New York: McGraw
Hill Book Company, Inc., 19�9), P• 77.
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Because of the dearth of opportunities for business and prof'essional growth
within Ame.lia County, a great many graduates of Amelia High School have
moved elsewhere; but those who have remained within the county are estab
lished as respected citizens and are making worth-while contributions to
community development.
A second change has been the elimination, approximately five years
ago, of the promotion-by-semester plan in English.

The year's work is

no longer divided into "Grammar'' and 11 Literature, 1' but all phases of the
subject are unified within each grade level as eighth-, ninth-, tenth-,
eleventh-, and twelfth-grade English.

Promotion is on an annual basis,

then, and depends upon the average of the grades for the two semesters.
The third change has been brought about by the decision by the
present administration in 1965 to group English students homogeneously,
depending upon their stated goal--college or non-college.

Occasional

scheduling problems have prevented perfection in making these class
assignments, but on the whole it has been possible to carry out the
student-goal concept of homogeneous grouping.
The fourth and most radical change--a program of individualized
devel pmental reading--is so bx,oad in scope and offers such opportunities
for improvement that a rather full discussion is given here.
In 1966, Amelia County qualificd under Title I of Fader 1 Aid to
Education for a summer instructional program to be designated as "Opera
tion Catch-Up11 and to be administered in the interests of educatio ally
deprived students--especially childr n of kindergarten ag and those
students in grades 1-11 hose record showed below-average achievement
in the lang uage arts.
�lia High School.

Ono of the two local centero was eotablished at

8

ln a seven-day workshop prior to the beginning of the su:rmner program,.
teachors were given an intensive course of instruction

in

methods of in

struction in remedial reading by two cons utants .from the McGuffey Read
ing Clin'.tc, University

of

Vi.rginia ..

Never before had funds been available

:for supplementary teachh1g materials at Amelia High School, but :financial
aid under the Title I program has made possible the purchase of a wide
assortment of up-t,o-date materials ., selected by tho reading special1.sts .,
for an individualized developmental reading program suited to the needa
of the summer students and appropriate also for use throughout the
regular school year.
Here at last has appeared a bright ray of hope to relieve the
frustration of teachers who had rt-Jcognizecl. intuitively that many of the
high school students--especially 5.n the non-college group--were, in
vary-lng degrees, lacking in ability to perform satisfactorily in high
school subjects for nhich only one t.xt in ea.ch course v.ras selected to
oervc all students, regardlesf.1 of goal or abil.ity.

Not even homogeneous

gl'.'OUping had relieved the problem of wide r.anges of difference in rea.d
ir1g ability among students within each class.
In the summer workshop, te&chers -were instructed in variou.., methods
of

diagnostic testing to a.scertatn the approximate reading level and

instructional level of a:rry student:

an informal reading inventory,

basic sight word list::., standard:i..zed. achiev·ement te ts.

Heretofore

only scores from. standardized IQ tests administered in the fourth grade
had been avnilable, together with those from the Iowa Silent Reading
Test i.� the seventh grade �nd from the Differential Aptitude Test in
the eighth grade. Even if these test scoreo had been ent:frely satis-
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factory from a diagnostic point of view, it would still have been an
instructional task requiring super-human ability to cope with the prob
lem of adjusting the single basic text in each subject area--especially
a literature text--to the needs of many widely different students who,
by the time they reached high school, might already be reading one or
more years below grade level.
As diagnostic procedures have revealed deficiencies in various
phases of the pupils' ability and preparation, it has been possible
for the teacher to concentrate on the correction of these speci£ic
deficiencies by the assignment of appropriate high-interest, low-difficulty
materials designed to strengthen a wide variety of skills in reading
comprehension and rate, vocabulary development, spelling, and study
skills.
Prominent among the remedial materials available are various
grade-level units of the SRA Reading Laboratocy-2 which enables students,
after placement determined by proper diagnostic testing, to proceed
independently in a multi-level, developmental reading program based on
the premise that each student can progress successfully within the
b u.nds

of his own individual capacity

vocabulary skills are built

and rate.

Comprehen

ion

and

to the program so that the need for

direct classroom instruction by the teacher is eliminated. This feature
enables the teacher to provide ., then, for use of the laboratory materials
by individual students, small groups, or an entire clas as the need may
aris • A most commendable feature of the program is that students respond
2

H. Pa.rker p � Reading Laboratonr
Associates, 1963).
non

(Chicago:

Science Research
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well to it and apparently take pride in checking their mm work ., record
ing their own scores, and maintaining a day-by-day check on their own

progress.
The SRA Reading Laboratory provides not only for reamng improvement
through its "Power Builders11 (for comprehension and vocabulary develop
ment) and "Rate Builders" but also for direct training and practice in
listening and note-taking skills •

This phase of the program is not only

a boon to the classroom teacher who labors to capture and maintain the
attention of her students for instructional purposes but also a signifi
cant contribution to the education of citizens in a democracy, the very
survival of which depends in large measure on responsible reaction to
the spoken word.
Practice materials other than too SRA Reading Laboratory are also
available, and especially attractive is the wide assortment of appeal
ing books for recreational reading. These books, designated by th0
reading consultants under the term HIID (high-interest, low-difficulty)
materials, have met a v-ital need on the part of many students of Amelia
High School who have on numerous occasions felt defeated by library
books which, if sufficiently interesting to teen-agers, wero too diffi
cult to provide real enjoyment.

Especially heartening to the teacher

during the summer program has been the change on the part of many otu
dents from "Do I have to make a book report?" to "May I get another book?"
The changes described above have all helped to bring about a situa
tion which much more nearly provid.ea the setting and the practical means
by which a teacher can respond positively to the instruction given sev
eral years previously, "Begin whore the children are."

CHAPTER III
GOALS

It will be the purpose of this study to set forth, with appro
priate explanatory comments, a cumulative, sequential curriculum in

English to meet the needs of ninth- and tenth-grade students--both
college-bound and non-college bound--of Amelia. High School.

The .first

step in carrying out this purpose will be to set up pertinent goals.
There sometimes exists, especially on a local level in a small
school situation, the tendency to oversimplify the goals of teaching
English.

It is necessary to crystallize, as has been done by Johns.

Lewis a.nd Jean C. Sisk, major objectives which serve as a basis of
mutual understanding between the teacher and the lay public;
1. To develop in students such competence as they are
able to achieve in the use of the English language,
including the ability to express their thoughts
clearly in sentences and paragraphs and to convey
exact meanings through discrimination in the choice
of words.
2. To develop competence in those reading skills neces
sary for the performance of school tasks and for the
use of reading an instrumont of personal enliehten
ment and enjoyment.
J. To teach students how to write simply and effectively.

4.

5.

To teach students to listen attentively and analytically.
To help students evolve standards of appreciation that
will lead them to choose the best among books and
periodicals, radio and telavision programs, stage and
motion picture drama.
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6. To give students practice in critical thinking, gathering
and examining factual data, evaluating accurately, and
organizing ideas for clear presentation to others.
7. To provide students with the opportunities for creativ
ity on the level of their individual capacities. I
For the fulfillment o:f her students' best interests as well as
for the renewal of her own inspiration--which at best is sometimes
taxed, to say the least, the teacher must herself be constantly aware
of more precise details within these major items and must keep her
horizons broad and comprehensive.

To this end, a statement of goals

formulated by the Commission on the English Curriculum of the National
Council of Teachers of English is presented:
1. Cultivation of Wholesome Personal Living
A. Sense of values.
B. Perspective on oneself and one I s time.
C. Extension of experience so as to be good company
for oneself as well as good company for others
through such habits as continued personal reading
of high quality and skill in social letter
writing and conversation.
D. Ability to use the cultural resources in one's
community, including the library, radio, tole•
vision, motion picture, theater, and public
platform.
E. High degree of competence in the basic skills
of reading� writing, listenine, and speaking.
F. Intellectual curiosity and creativeness (so far
as possible) in al l four of the language arts.
G. Capacity for logical and critical thinking in
expression of idea� and in acceptance or rejec
tion of ideas of others.
H. Personal integrity in though:tand expression.
I. Intelligent consumption of goodo and service
because of sensitivity to the denotation and
connotation of words; that is, sales resistance
without becoming a nuisance as a purchaser;
1John s. Lewis and Jean c. Sisk,. TeachinB English 7-12 (New York:
American Book Company, 1963), PP• hJ-44. (Adapted)
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emotional discount for unsubstantiated superlatives
in advertisements and sales talks; alert attention
to II smaJ.l print 11 in contracts, guarantees, and cau
tions on how to use a product.
2. Development of Social Sensitivity and Effective Partici
pation in Group Life
A. Sensing values in the current scene and their relation
to the contributions of past and future.
B. Recognition of the dignity and worth of every indi
vidual.
C. Control of one's prejudices so as to avoid giving
offense or blocking important group action.
D. Skill in the language arts of persuasion, coopera
tive planning, discussion, and decision.
E. Recognition of the social and psychological factors
involved in communication with people of different
backgrounds.
F. A sense of responsibility for critical (as well as
imaginative) reading and listening in order to under
stand and appreciate elements in American culture and
in that of other nations.
3. Linguistic Competence Necessary for Vocational Efficiencz
A. Following and giving directions.
B. Keeping up with technical knowledge in one's occupa
tion.
c. Maintaining effective interpersonal relationships:
employer-employee, employee-employee, employer-public,
employee-public.
D. Developing needed skills in business letter-writing,
in persuasion and exposition, a.nd in techniques of
interviewine.2

2comm1ssion on the English Curriculum of the National Council of
Teachers of English,� English Lang}l!�e Arts in� Secondar� School
(New York: Appleton-Century-Crofts, Inc.,T9>6T, pp. 44-4.5. Quoted
in this thesis from Geneva Hanna Pilgrim, Learning� Teachint Practices
in English (New York: The Center for Applied Res arch in Educa ion t.No
date givenJ), PP• 79-80.)

CHAPTER IV
SCOPE OF THE ENGLISH PROGRAM

The scope of the English program in a small rural high school
will, of necessity, be limited by several factors- specially the
lack of elective offerings; but perhaps the situation at Amelia High
School is not so completely bleak as Dr. James E. Conant might fear
when he states the following:
The enrollment of many .American public high schools is
too small to allow a diversified curriculum except at
exorbitant expense. The prevalence of such high schools-
those with graduating classes of less than one hundred
students--constitutes one of the serious obstacles to
good secondary education throughout most of the United
States. I believe such schools are not in a position
to provide a satisfactory education for any group of
their students--the academically talented, the vocation
ally oriented, or the slow reader. The instructional
program is neither sufficiently broad nor sufficiently
cha llenging. A small high school cannot by its very
nature offer a comprehensive curriculum. Furthermore,
ouch a school uses uneconomically tho timo and efforts
of administrators, teachers, and specialists, t�e
shortage of whom is a serious national problem.
By the adaptation of carefully selected units of instruction, it seems
possible to provide subject mutter in Enelish characterized by variety
and interest which can enrich th preparation of high school students
beyond the point of minimum ess ntials.

The problem is to set up a

sequential and cumulative program tailored to meet the needs of both
college-bound and non-college-bound students.

1,5

In its report, "The English Language in American Edu.cation,11 the
special Modern Language Association Committee on Trends in Education
defined as follows the scope of English for the college-bound:
The work for college preparatory students should stress
the special abilities in English expected of students in
higher education ., such as the ability to 01·ganize and
report on a fairly extensive investigation ., to follow
and take accurate notes on u lecture, and to read with
discrimination literary and technical works of mature
thought. It should also stress a basic understanding
of the forms of language and literary com.munication, as
well. as the development of linguistic habits. The stu
dent should, for example, be able not only to read well
but also to discuss what he reads in the usual termin
ology of literary analysis, and not only· to write an
English sentence but also to discuss it in the accepted
vocabulary 0£ English grammar.2
The Committee on English of the College Entrance Examination Board
is even more direct in its recommendation ''Th at the scope of the English
program be defined as the study of language .,. literature, and composi ...
tion, written and oral, and tha.t matters not clearly related to such
study be excluded from it. 11 3
On

the other hand, the pecial committee of the Modern Language

Association describeo as foD.ows English f'or non-college students:
The basic abilities to clarify and communicate thought

in straight.forward spo ren and written English and to
gain meaning readily through listening and re ding a.re
needed by high school graduates in college and out •
• • • The work in English for students who are not go
ing to college should tross, first, the fixing of
habits desirable in the student's personal out-of-school
life, such as the habit of using libraries and re ding
for pleasure and knowledge even when not urged to by
2committee on Trends, Modern Language Association "The English
.,
Language in American &:iucation, 11 Issues, Problei:is, � Awroaches _!E
� Teachins 2f ffin�lis�, ed. George Winchester Stone, Jr. (Ne York:
Holt', Rinehart and Winston, Inc • ., 1961), P• 150.
3commission on Enelish of the College Entrance Examination Board,
Freedom and Disoi�line E:! En8!ish (New York: College Entrance EX/lJil..
ination Board ., 19 .5), P• 13.
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a teacher; and second, any special linguistic skills needed
in the vocation which he intends to enter • • • for e.xa.mple,
the student who plans to be a secretary should be sure to
develop the ability to spell and4punctuate correctly and
to copy.read wh at he has written.
In order that the writer's idea of the s cope of the program may be
ma.de clear, eaeh segment of the subject matter--languago, literature,
and composit ion--will be presented separat ely.

However, it should be

understood that� insofar as possible at the instructional level, compart.

mental:i.zation of subject matter should be avoided.
Lanw-u!ge

Only a few short years ago it would have been relatively easy to

decid e upon a course of ac tion with regard to the language phase of
the English curriculum.

Quite glibly t he teacher might have repeated

with a few variations the language instruction which had been the
basis of her own preparation one brief generation ago.

Quite neatly

could she have pieced together parts of speech, conjugations of verbs,
d eclensions of pronouns, and prescriptive rules, rules, rules, for this
and that--formal instruction in what is now labeled "traditional grammar."
Language research in recent years, however, has enlarged and enriched
the concept of language in high school to include not only grammar but
al.so studies in the nature of language itself.

-Grammar.....

Not only has the field of language been enlarged, but modern schol

arship in the field of linguistics has brought teachers of English face
to face with some disturbing challenges about the effectiveness of in

struction in

11

t:r.aditional grammar. 11

4committee on Trends, .2£ •

ill•,

P • 150 •
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As a representative of a pro.fession committed to the instruction o:f
twentieth-century youth--conditioned in every other facet of existence
to expect academic excellence and scientific accuracy--the English teacher
of today, regardless of personal preferences, cannot afford to disregard
the findings of research, nor can she fail to familiarize herself with
the Hnew English" so that she can establish and rnaint..ain a policy that
will command respect within the profession and among her students as well.
Of course, it is only i'air to state that a great deal of the current
controversy over the content o.f English stems from various definitions of
the term '' grammar11 plus the human tendency to insist on a clear-cut
dichotomy---an "eithe:r-orrr situation.
the traditional or the

11

Furthermore no advocate of either

new" grammar has min:i.mized_the necessity for

guidance in the choice of expressions of standard usage in both speech
and writing.

Assuming that the reader of such an exposition as this

will already be familiar with the various shades of meaning of the terms .,
the writer will refer simply to the three major designations as found. in
current professional literature:

traditional granunar, structural grrunmar

or linguistics, and transformational grammar.
What are the findings of research, then, that threaten to unseat
traditional grammar, and what are the fact which ma.ke it unwise to make
a clean-cut, radical change from traditional to structural or tranoformational grarmnar?

In answer to the first question, the following statements (the

u
essence of which may be found in various c rrent publicntions) are quoted:
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(1) On one matter research is clear. Students do not learn
to write better by drilling in grammar exercises or
learning prescriptive rules about formal grammar� Sum
maries of' research on the relation 0£ the knowledge of
formal grammar and the a.billty to write have been accum
ulating for more than twenty-five years. They have bee.n
reported in the Encyplope� ..cz! Educational Research in
the editions published in 1941 and l9b0.5
(2) Research reveals that a knowledge of classificatory
grammar has li'ttle measurable effect on the ability to
express ideas accurately or precisely in writing o;.
speaking. Gramrr.atical errors are individual matters
and are best attacked through individual instruction.
Children and adolescents i.-nprove their sentences by
having many opportunities ., with the guidance of the
teacher, for siructuring their own thoughts into their
own sentences.

(J) In view of ·the widespread agreement of research
studies based upon many types of students and teach
ers ., the conclusion can be stated in strong and
unqualified terms: the teaching of formal grannnar
has a negligible, or, because it usually displaces
some instruction and practice in actual composition .,
even a harmful effect on the improvement of writing. }
(�.) The study of grammar of any kind in isolation as a
distinct discipline is of little value in helping
students to learn to speak and write well. Espe
cially the memorization of grammatical rules is not
helpful in improving languaee skills. When grammar
is taught, it should be functional. Inducing the
rules from what one knows of usage is much more
effective tha.g trying to learn proper usage from a
set of rules.

'Mary Elizabeth Fowler ., Teachin5 Langua�e, ComEosition, and Liter
aturfc-...) (New York: McGraw-HiliBook Company., ·nc., 1965), p. 131.
6Ingrid M. Strom, "Rese rch in Grammar and Usage and Its Implications .for Teaching Writing/1 Bu lctin 2.!. the School of Education ,
Indiana University, vol, J6, September, l�, P• !4. (woted Iii this
thesis from Fowler, P• 131.)

--

73.ichard Braddock et !8:•, Res arch� Written Co osition [a sum
an evaluation of 485 studies Champaign,
mary of findillc-s based
Illino is: National Council of Teachors of English, 1963), p. 37.
(Quoted in this thesis from FOl-rler, P• 131.)

on

8Leonard H. Clark, Raymond L. Klein, an� John B: Burks, The Ameri
� Secondary: School Curriculum ( ew York: The Macnullan Company, 19b5),
p. 196.
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(.5) The Curriculum Commission of the National Council of
Teachers of English in 19.36 recommended that "all
teaching of grammar separate from the manipulation
of sentences be discontinued ••• since every scien
tific attempt to prove that knowledge of grammar is
useful has failed.9
In view of these rebuffs to formal grammar taught in the traditional
:manner, one must be prepared also to answer the question, "But what about
students who are going to college?11

Again quotations are in ord r:

(1) Nor is knowledge of technical grammar tested to any

appreciable degree on college entrance examinations
throughout the country, though such examinations are
frequently cited to justify the teaching and testing
of grammatical principles. Colleges and universities
are interested in students I command and use of Eng
lish. A recent study of lli2 placement tests [David
M. Litsey, 11 Trends in College Placement T sts in Fresh
man English," English Journal, Vol. 40 .,. No. 5 (May .,
1956)] reveals that only about 2 per cent of the items
on college test deal with problems in technical gram
raar ., such as the identification of parts of speech .,
clauses> and phrases. Eighty-six per cent of the
tests include no items on technical grammar. Almo t
eighty per cent of the items measure actual use of
grammatical forms along 'With spelling and punctuation,
a gain of fifteen per cent from a similar survey
twenty years earlier . Where it is economically pos
sible, inStitutions recognize the need for evaluating
the writing of applicants and use an essay examina
tion either as all or part of the test� Clearly th
colleges believe that the empha is in ev luation
should be placed on ability to use English. lo

(2) Many teac ers still hold misconception... a.bout college
placement tests. Noither College Entr nee Examina
tion Board tests nor th teat given by individual
institutions place emphasis on the bility to c ass
ify grammatical constructions. What �hey� str
i
ability to distinguish poor constructionf) rom good
ones; those institutions that requir compo it ons
also emphasiz the bility to compose cohe11nt �
tences in thoughtful, coherent pur gr phs.

9uara.mmar as Method," Encyclopedia of Educational Rese rch .,
cmiilan Company, 1941), p. 45.
ed. Walters. 1onroe ( ew York: ine
lOwalter Loban, Margret Ryan, nnd Jmnes R. Squire, Toachins
Lan gqage and Literature, Grades 1.::11 (New York: Harcourt, B ace &
World, Izic':"; 1961), P• 555.
llJ• N. I 00 , ,To2 Teaching of �� School En li
,3rd Edition
� 1-318.
pp.1
96.5),
ny,
�ompa
(N w York: The Ronald Pross

t1,
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One m.ay conclude, then ., thc-i:t the trend is not to displace grammar .,
as it is traditionally de···. e�, from the modern curriculum., but rather
to shift emphasis in two as 0cc.s of the subject:

method of instruction

to the runctional appr -ch, and purpose of instruction to excellence in
recognizing and pro due · ng e .'fcLt: ve compositio •
The following ju ti icatiorn commented upon by the Commission on
English o.f the College EntrMce !ilicarnination Board will provide a framework within which granm

•

•

•

•

♦

1;

rightly included in the curriculum,

gh· o cur.cent scholarship:

considered in th�
•

m1..y

•

•

•

ti!

•

"

•

•

•

•

•

.,.

•

•

•
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•

•

•

•
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2. Grammar study makes possible easier communication between
teacher and student. 'i'he teacher • • • is indeed helped if
he can use the convenient terrrinologica.l short.hand that gram
mars provide. •• .1. teo.ching i properly timed, if erarrnnar
is introduced when there i� a real need to name language com
ponents, this benefit may certainly be gained in short
order••••
3. Grammar study is necessary as preparation for the study
of foreign languages •••• It is not unreasonable to maintain that familiarity wit 1 one mode of analysis makes the
learning o ·imi1::i.r rrodo of analysit, somewh· t easier ••••
A knowledge of Bnglish eranwar provj_d s a base from which to
move, and it becomes 10re :important as the position o
fore.i.gn-langm.i.gc stu.dy· in the schools constantly grow., stronger.
h. Grammar study is o. 1300d discipline•••• Gramm r well
taught is not trainl fo the exercise of memory but train...
ing in perception and in .r,�lation, for a teacher cannot expei..;t students to use gr.::umI1or toward the improvement of t ir
reading and their ,rrlhne; unlcs, he constantly rel tes it to
thc�e activit ·es.
tor
• • • The study of
mir.a ... n h lp hin1 [the childJ t
thi unquestionably valuable di lect [11 edited Enr,lish 11] l'or
Given certain
1.se along ide h · s o
D.tJ U 1e occasion demand •
to
relinquish
his
he
1m1y
ever
,wnt
own dialect
ns,
aspir tio
in favor o. · 11 c<l .ted Engli0h, 11 • • • Grammatlcal a.na.lysi mak !l
it poasible to fa..11ilia1·iz... the tudent with utructure not in
his own dialect•••• AguiLJ, gr mmatic 1 analysis is a short
way to systematic und r.:.>turding of the discrepancies botwo n
· . u 1 syntax and for 1 syn-'. • • • •
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• • •.An .intelligent study oi' grammar reveals surprising and
interesting things about the orderliness of what the child.
has learned in a nonorderly way--his ovm language . . .. ..
Ideally, then, though too rarely in practice, the study of
grammar has great intrinsic value and intellectual appeal,
aside from practical benefits.
• • •Since grammatical study can be both illuminating and
useful, it should ordinarily be made a part of the curri•
cul um in such a way as to exploit its potential usefulness.
This means that learning the names of grammatical elements
should coincide with the use of those names in meaningful
activity, not in drill for the .sake of drill; that complex
ities of syntax should be identified and their functions
made apparent as they are encountered ., as well as in antici
pation of such encounters; that constant application rather
than yearly review should be the means of keeping grrunmati.
cal knowledge and terminology active; that in the upper years
of secondary school, the knowledge of grarrnnar should be per
sistently employed to increase the student's awareness of
options in his own writing and his sensitivity to the op
tions taken in the literature he reads. 12
With this clarification of the status of traditional grammar, the

question still remains, "Why would it be unwise to make a clean break

I·
I

r
'

I

with the traditional and substitute structural and/or transformational

grammar instead?11
study

of

The fact is that these approaches to the scientific

language, as scholarly as they are, are still in a relatively

formative stage of development,. and there has not yet occurred a com

plete meeting of minds among the experts. Therefore, this writer is

in agreement with Miss Jean

c.

Sisk., supervisor of high school English

in Baltimore County Public Schools and author of a methods book alr eady

cited in this thesis .,. who, in an address before the English Institute

held at Longwood College in the summer of 1965.,. resolved the dilemma

by advising secondary teachers, "Teach all three." This injunction

obviously cannot mean tha.t th teacher ehould increase her burden by

teaching all three types of grammar either concurrently or consecu

tively; Miss Sisk does mean, in the opinion of this writer, that the
2
1 Commission on English of the Collage Entrance E

EE• �.,

PP• 26-J0.

ination Board,
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teacher of t oday's secondary student should be sufficiently familiar with
all three kinds of graminar that she can choose features from one, two, or
all three which will contribute to her purpose of acquainting students
vJith the workings of their native language and of helping them to acquire
ease and fluency in clear expression. It appears that there are certain
advantages which ea�h type can contribute toward this end:
'l'raditional grammar--ncnnencla ture familiar to all students.
Structural grammar--the concept of orderliness; syntax; and,
in a few cases. :1mproved nomenclature (e.g., patte.!!!
rat.her than clause); the relationship of punctuation to
pitch and junct'l!l"e (omitting confusing complexities).
Transformational grammar--variety of expression through the
combination of various struct ures.
This eclectic approach to the teaching of grammar is a welcome re

lief to a teacher who is sometimes hard pressed to explain the intri

cacies of grammar so that it will always meet the demand of students
to II make sense • "
�Nature� Langgage

Such a wealth of fascinating infor:mation � 1 guaee io now

available that ., if attent ion is directed to this ar a, the st dent will
11
no longer have grounds for the question, Why do we have to havo this

same old stuff again?"-...a cey heard all too often (and not w:tthout

justification) in the traditional English classroom.

The English Curriculum Committee of Portland, Oregon, has plann0d
a sequence of study with areas of emphasis given primary attention in
each grade as follows:
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Ninth grade:

syntax, the nature and development of

language
Tenth grade:

lexicography and �aning

Eleventh grade:
Twelfth grade:

linguistic geography and dialect
hiotory of the English language; the

nature of correctness in language
This plan has been adapted for use in Amelia High School, with perhaps
one major difference:

instead of delaying until the eleventh year the

study of linguistic geography and dialect, a deliberate effort is made,
when the unit on the nature of language is introduced in the ninth
grade, to establish the concept stated by Dr. Henry Lee Smith in the
film "Dialects of the
are correct. 11

u. s.

11:

"All standard Dpeakers of the language

Thus it is hoped that such

study can, as early as

possible, dispel the notion too frequently expressed by some students
about a. person whose speech may differ sliehtly in pronunciation or
voe bulary from their own,

11

He's different--he talks funny, 11 the impli

cation being that "different" speech is not 11 correct. 11

Al o, placement

of the topic at this level helps to an wer the question which inv rlably

ariseo during the initial discussion of language in general .,
people talk differently?"

11

Why do

From this study it io possible for the stu

dent to gain an appreciation of language for its cultural as well as
its utilitarian value, as augge�ted e

lier.

Altho ugh at Amelia Hieh School the study of the nature of 1 neunge

is patterned primarily after the unite included in the Portl nd �ri

I
culum Gui�, !:'!B.ry Eliza.beth Fowler e chart contains essent ially similar
information in an a ttracti�, easy-to-read formo.t and io therefore

included here.

BASIC CONCEPTS ABOUT WlGUAGE:
Concepts about language
Language is a symbolic process.
Learnings:
There are
11

lang u.ages. 11

many

nonverbal or non-linguistic

Verbal S--Jmbols (words) stand for things
and ideas,
Language is a system of agreenents about
meanings.
One word may st&'1d i'or many tliinr:s or
eanings,,

Meanings grow through metaphorical exten
sion.
All languages change; change is normal.
I.earnings:

Languages grow through t he addition of
loan words and other vocabulary changes.
Languages change through the influence of
social, political, and economic events.

A SEQUENTIAL PROGR.l\H l3

Assi�nts and Activities
study of nonlinguistic systems of 11 languagen and
the way sou..Dds, colors, visual symbols, and gestures
symbolize meaning: animal language ., i..nsect, fish, and
other communication systems, codes, signal systems�
visual symbols (road signs, adv-ertising symbols,
A

lothes, uniforms, pins).

Study of the symbols of mathe:ma.tics and science.
Words such as t:ree, house J animal, or man may stand
for many different kinds of 'entities.
Study of different kinds of things words may stand
for: ani.Jn.a.l, bi1° d, flower, tree.
nwords may acquire metaphorical meanings,
such as body terms like -.-head, foot, toe, hand, hearts

----- -

-

A study of word origins and shifts in meaning of
loan words and borrowings from American Indians, and
French, Spanish, Dutch, and German :immigrants.
study of functional shift, or the way words
shift their form classes: words used as different
parts of speech (ball, fire, run, set, strike).
A study of theshlft°o'flevels o:fusage according
t o situation! formal and informal standard, collo
quial, slang, and substandard.
A study of the processes by which new words are
added to the language: coinages, compounds, anal
ogy, erroneous utterances, portmanteau words, and
others.

13.Fowler, 2,E•

ill•,

PP• 66-68.
i'\)
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Assiw1�nts and Activities

Concepts about language

Study of changes and words added from new inventions
and social movements: machines, aviation, atomic and
electronic inventions, wars, changes in government.
Study of loan words in English from Latin, Anglo
Saxon, Danish, and Norman French.
Study of changes in the form and structure of the
language characteristic of English from Anglo-Saxon
times to the present.
Study of changing usage, of amelioration and pejor
ation, of shifts of status from slang to standard.
Words acquire �.eani..nGs from varied sources.
deYelor tt,2•ou[_i1 e1,.."})eriencG; i..ridi•
vidual s r.i.2.3T have a� i�.:·e1�e11t.. :1ie��:.ings fo_, t�-12
san:e 1-ioro.s.
\,c:.��.:.i.:1ed b:f
:1he :-::eariT'l_;s c:.."' 1-:2:...�0_5 n·�
the1r cont.ext.; contexts ruay :include gestures,
tones of voice, silence.
Structure and w-ord order detemine zr.eanings.
1.. \::,

Papers on nwhat
rrieans to me" (school, camp,
.
homesickness, fear, ChxTstmas); u An experience that
for me";
hanged the meaning of the word
11 .1 1mrJ. ths.t caused rllisu.11derstaridir.§/; _ nn;.r pictu-re of
a (cowboy, 'I'exnn, Southerr�er J Irishrr!an, n
Exercises in slanted ,:Titin.g j 2.csoc:i..1:.ti:ng words
\..;:_-L�l o·tJ1ar1 fa\"Orable o:t:_, u.nfc.vc�··e.l;le e1·d.s.
Study of shifts of meaning of commonly used words
an d expressions: freedom, p.emocracy, !:3ocialism,
liberal ..
Study of ways in which gestures, intonation, and
facial expressions determine the meaning of words or
sentences.
Student-written political speeches providing both
favorable and unfavorable contexts for the same name�
Students work with lists of words from the four
form classes, arranging them into sentences with dif
ferent meanings suggested by different orders: (
bites dog; dog bi t�s nia.n).
�It�

I\)
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Concepts about lan�
Language shapes thi..Tlking.
Learnings:
Words affect the way we feel about things.
Words are used at different levels of ab
straction.
Generalizations lead to uncritical
hinking.
Words are used to group and classify >
classifications shape thi.i.'1..'ld.ng�
Spoken la..�guage is different from 1.ritten
language; spoken language is of primary im
portance.
Learnir:&s:

\'lritten language cannot fully convey the
speaker's intonation and gestures.

Language has order, structure, and
pattern�

Assignments and Activities
Study of emotional associations for words: denota
tions and connotations, name calling, euphemisms,
loaded words.
Study of word magic and verbal taboos.
Constructing abstraction ladders.
Study of abstract and concrete words; general and
specific words.
Examination of sweeping generalizations about women
drivers, blondes, tee:n--agers •
Study of stereotypes which infJ.uence thi:nking and
feeling about people, ethnic groups, races.
Study 0£ the sound symbols (phonemes) represented by
many written symbols (graphemes); e.g., � has 3.3 differ
ent spellings.
Study of the relationship of punctuation SYl)lbols to
the tones, pauses, and in:f'lections of spoken language.
Listening to the sounds of poems, plays, and fiction
read aloud.
Practice in reading passages in several different
ways to convey different meanings: anger, sorrow,
pleading, irritation.
A study of grammar and syntax, of the relation of
word order to meaning, of varieties of sentence pat
terns and their possible modifications.

°'
I'\)

Concepts about language
Language is used for different
purposes.
Learnings:
Factual language attempts to record, ex
plain, or convey information.
Judgments indicate the way the speaker
evaluates things, people, and situations.
Inferences state conclusions inferred
from situations or words.
Emotive language attempts to affect the
feelings of listener or reader.
Di.rective language is used to influence
others to act.
Language is used both literally and
figuratively.
�c:ruage changes according to the sex,
education, home and social environment, occu
pation, and social and economic status 0£ the
speaker.

Assi�ents and Activities
lfriting statements of fact or judgment and d.istin..
guishing between them. Analyzing news media and TV for
both kinds of language.
A study of poetry, drama, fiction, or persuasive
writing for emotive language.
Discussi€m of pledges, vows, oaths, and other state
ments d esigned to influence behavior.
Study of cartoons, ads, and mass ...media sources to
analyze Werences intended or desired.
Study of literal and figurative language in liter
ature, mass media, and everyday speech.
Analysis of literal and :figurative use of the same
-words: �, �, �, �, doll, �•

Words, expressions, and language characteristic of
sexes: description of a dance, a ball game, a
sehool, as a boy and a girl would describe it.
Writing paragraphs or bits of dialogue illustra
tive of the usage of different educational levels.
Usage studies focusing on shoptalk, usage charac
teristic of different social and occupational groups.
The special languages of the family, the neighbor
hood gang, the teen-age crowd, the club group.
Study of readings am recordings illustrating
dialect and regional speech.
Study of different forms of address, greetings,
familiar and polite society idioms, and folk usage.
Study of variations of language of the same indi
vidual in different situations: family, school, in
formal groups, business meetings, formal gatherings.
the

I\)
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Literature
Fortunately, the debate over the inclusion of' literature in the
se condary school curriculum was resolved many decades ago.

However,

there remain to be considered problems of purpose, c o ntent, and method,
each of whi ch varies within a local situation.
If the ultima te goal of i:.he teaching of literature is to be

rea.lized--namely, to encourage the student to cultivate the ha bit of
reading informational and recreational literature of high quali ty
a£ter he has left the direction o f the te�cher in the schoolroom-
then it is extremely importa nt to follow the admon iti on, "Begin where
the children are. 11

It is at this point, perhap s, where the distinction

between college�bound and non-college-bound students becomes most

meanin gful, a s well as most desirable for instr cti onal purposes.

is here that the teacher can be of most lasting help in meeting tho

n eeds of both groups of students.

It

However, i t is highly essential to

provide different approaches ., different subject ma tter,. different

techniques--which, in the aase of some, may even need to be of a reme
dial nature.
Every student deserves to learn the pleasure

vailable through

reading a good book, but extreme c are a nd good judgment must be exer
cised by the teacher who in her enthusia m for literary art may be
tempted to give the student too much, too fast. By 11 means, tho

college-bound student needs to be challenged to read as many of the

classics--old and modern--as he can; he needs al so to learn techniques

of a nalysis which will be of help to him when he reaches c ollege. But

a democracy depends for its survival on the literacy of its entire
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populace; therefore, the Englfah teacher has a sober responsibility to
lead and guide the reading choices o:f

ill

her students rather than in

any way to jeopardize the desire on their part to read informational
a nd recreational literature .,

It is in the area of choice of content tha.t one recognizes the

danger against which the College Entrance Examination Board's Commission

on English warns:

to pe:r.m:it ·textbooks to dictate curriculum.14 This

is a pitfall especially prevalent where a single anthology for each

grade is in use, as ic the case at Amelia High School.

It is because

of this fact that an effort is currently being made there to deve�op,

by degrees, a collection of classroom sets o� choice paperback selec

tions in order to supplement, enrich, and make more flexible the con

tent of the literature area in English.

Perhaps it would be wise in this connection, in v-iew o.f textbook

adoptions to be made in the future, to consider the suggestion of
Gertrude Stearns:
li'irst of·a11, the teac er should make sure that the
anthology contains a large proportion of recent and con
temporary material, much of it American. Since we lmow
that only a small number of the pupils in such a school
(or any high scho 1, for that mntter) are goina to col
lege, and since college rP-quircments no longer stress
the classics ex.elusively., it is wise to choose a ba.., ic
book uhich will have value for everyone. Instead of hav
ing an anthology of cl.:i.ssics and supplementing it with
modern material .,. let the anthology be chiefly m5dern .,
and supplement with classics where necessary. 1
14commission on English of the College Entrance Examina o
ti n
Board, 2£. ill•, p. 46 •

15aertru.de B. Stearns, Enelioh ,!!! the � Hiah School (Lincoln:
University of Nebraska Press, 1950), p.2)9.
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As stated earlier in this thesis, supplementary materi.als of a.
remedial nature have not previously been available at Amelia High School;
however, an ample supply of such reading material is now on hand to be
Used to meet the needs of those students for whom a regular anthology is
just too d:Lf.f'icult.
In addition to textbook content, one must also consider the matter

of the mass media as a pha.se of the litere.t,ure program.

-

In fact, The

American Secondary School CurricuJ.1.nn states the issue rather strongly-:
No modern youth can be considered well educated until
he has learned to use mass media intelligently. Secondary
school curricula must allow much time for units in the use
of newspapers ., periodicals., radio, television, and moving
pictures, even at the expense of reducing the amount of
instruction in the classics •

• • • Instruction in the use of mass media is a neces
sary extension of the study of literature. Its purpose is
to establis h standards of taste and to foster critical
judgment of all litera.17 forms. Boys and girls need to
k:no'W how to select, interpret, and appreciate these forms
just as much as they need to know how to select, inter
pret,. and evaluate novels, poetry, and other literary
forms--more so, because th0 mass media cannot be avoided,
and so boys and girls who appreciate them improperly. do
so a.t some peril.

'The techniques for establishing high standards of
taste and critical interpretation and evalUE1.tion of any
work of art, certainly of e:ny literary art, . basic
ally the same. Although there i no ,11.ccount,ing for
taste, tastes can be changed and created., and the E.ng..
lish teacher's job is to create good taste .nd to chango
poor tastes into better ones. '110 do so is diffic ult,
but it must be done. We cannot hope to raioa boys ' and
g rls' critical judgment by retreating to the safety of
Scott, Eliot, and Shakespeare. '.l.'aste i� m de in the mar
ket place, and boys und girls must learn to ma.ko thclr
choices there •
• • • The American people cannot afford to let our
schools neglect what may be the most pertinent subject
matter of our t:tmea. 16

-------

l6. Glark, Klein, and Burks, .21!• cit,,. PP• 202-203.
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The matter of approach to the fo'.i·�hi.ng of 1:!.terature (separate and
apart from individual instruction L basic re'.l.din-� for remedial students)
occupies a prominent place in profe'.:Wion-:11 t,o::>k:, md periodicals.
chief types of organization prevail:

'l.'hree

chr·0rwlogic,J.-historical surv-ey,

thematic approach, and :.;tudy cf lit<:.::rary lyp%.

l�ch has its advantages.

The chronological-histor·ical survey ic.: c k'.r�c terj_ �ed by sirnplicity and
clarj_ty; the thematic a:Jpro-3.ch seo2,1s t,o offer po.s _ibilities of correla
tion with the nee is of the adr;lescefll; as lw ui::-.:k;:; identity and takre his
place in society; the study o.f literary t.Yl �s .for,.·es the student to look
upon literP.ture as verbal art.
In addition to deter�ning the most effe<; ti re way of appealing to
the interests of adolescent boys and gi ·ls ., it 0e8il1S wise to consider,
also, the relative ease with i-ihich tho ind· v · d al teacher can handle
the subject matter.

In the experience of this� ..i.�er, nlnth-grade ma.ter

ial lends itself more naturally to the them.2,ic

pproach, while tenth

grade material can better be treated ·n Lb.::: :.ic.ud

of literary types.

The study by li er:1ry types see

compat 'b1e, al::,o J wi+,h the cmpha is

during the tenth-grade on s� :;!qt;ur in tho laug · e<- phase of the Eng
lish program.

In e:1.ther cu::::e ) it is u mat i,1::r of uirph ,;,izing the on

arid subortlinn:ting--b t not exclu<lini_:--tho oth,�r.
Again� American Second..r
statement:
The beat
multiple
TEACHING
ple of a

appro ch to the te· chi 1c of liter-:;, r·e is a
approach. Philadelphi· 'n 1960 GUIDE ro THE
OF LITEH.Al'tffiE off rs a pc1rtlcul::.rly i'Lne exam
sane approach Lo Lhe ., tudy of li t�r:.t L11r «
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When your purpose is:
To acquaint the class in.th a classic or a type of liter
ature (for ex.ample ., f.:i.ble, fairy tr'lle, tall tale) which
is part of their heritage
or
To have the entire cl ss enjoy a readi.ag or listening
experience and the discussion which follows
or
'l'o provide an opportunity for gro 1p euida:ice through
literature
THEN DO HAVE THE ENTIHE C.LJtSS READ OR LLSTEN TO Tfill
SAME STORY OR POEM.
When your purpose is:
To encourage the development of' the reading habit
or
To give opportunity for meeting indivt<lua2. needs ., ab:Ll
ities 1 and interests
or
To raise the level of taste in e-�ch ind ·v:!.rl.ual
THEN GUIDED INDIVIDUAL READING SHOULD BE TfSED.
�'Vhen your purpose is:
To correlate the readl g with experiencec and activ...
ities of interest to the pupil
0

To combine general class reading nd eui.ded independent
read.i.ng
or
To provide for individual differences wi•1Jin a common
cl ss project
THEN USE THE UNI'l' APPRO..A.CH .. 7

17�., PP• 201-202.
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CopPOSitiOIJ
Perhaps no other phase of the English program has come under more
direct attack from all quarters than that of composition, both written
and oral, but primarily the former.

The

other two segments

o:f

English

content--language and literature--have been targets of discussion, but
the discussion has been contained for the most part dthin the teaching
profession itself'. Such is not the case with composition.

Parents,

educators, employers in the business, scientific, and industrial world-
all join to

pose

the question, "Why can't high school graduates write

better?" Even the graduates themselves, when asked after a semester or
two in college what they had discovered to be their greatest need,
show remarkable unity in their replies--11 I wish I'd had to write more."
The Conant Report has given impetus to what English teachers

probably had already realized either consciously or subconsciously:
Recommendation 6:

English Composition.

The time devoted to English composition during the
four years should occupy about half the total time de
voted to the study of English. Each student should be
required to write an average of one theme a week.
'l'hemes should be corrected by the te cher. In or der
that teachers of English have adequate ti.mo for hand
ling these themes, no English teacher should be respon
sible for more than one hundred pupils.
To test the ability of each student in English
composition, a schoolwido composition test should bo
given in every grade; in the ninth and eleventh
grades, these composition tests should be gr d d
not only by the teacher but by a committee of th
entire school. Those who do not obtain a grade on
the eleventh-grade composition commensurate with
their ability as measured by an aptitude tost hould
be required to take a special cgurse in English com
position in the twelfth grade. 1
Dr. Conant does not con.fine composition to a single group, such a the

college-bound, but intends the recommendation to be applied to

ill•
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The Commission on English of the College Entrance Examination Board
recognizes some implications of Alfred North Whitehead's theory of cycles.,
as expressed in his essay entitled "The Rhythmic Claims of Freedom and
Dis cipline n :
In composition the early years might concentrate on what ., in
the best sense ., is creative writing--not writing aimed to
create artistic forms of works of art, but writing aimed
primarily at expression ., at discovery of the self and the
world. The next stage might concentrate on the discipline
of .form-on those matters of arrangement ., logic, and con
ventional correctness that make up the body of most books
on composition. And in the third stage, which in White
head's cycle is a return to freedom, teachers might promote
the comprehensive view of composition which combines the
pleasure and freedom of the first with the instruction and
discipline of the second. This third stage should witness
the development of style ., as the first stage witnesses the
development of invention., arrl the second of methods of
arrangement and form. 19
Recognizing, then, both the spiraling nature of composition and
the inequalities of interests, abilities, and attainments among students
Within any classroom, the teacher is faced with the problem of finding
a means by which the two elements may be blended.

One such helpful

sequence has been developed by Miss Jean c. Sisk for use in the schools
o f Baltimore County.

The plan--in terms of levels of difficulty--is

included in the following pag,s.

19commi.ssion on English of the College En trance Examination Board,
.2E• cit., P• 90.
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A WRITING SEQUENCE FOR SEC01IDARY SCHOOL20
Difficulty Level One
Related Assignments and Activities

Skills and Abilities
Paragraphs

1. Ability to write a single paragraph, with a
topic sentence that expresses a basic idea,
with several concretely expressed sentences
that develop this idea, and with a 11 clinch
er" sentence
• Ability to ·write a short anecdote or sum
ary using chronological order
• Ability to write a simple explanation, using
relevant examples and details in order o
execution

'ZO'j;wis and Sisk, -2£.

ill• ,

9-337.

1. Informal friendly letters (to be mailed to an
actual recipient) containing narration of per•
sonal experience.
2. Narrative summaries of historical events, plots
of stories, newspaper articles
• Brief biographical or autobiographical sketches,
chronologically ar-ranged
4. HU111orous personal experiences in the form of
necdotes
• Book reports of one paragraph-�one report based
on a topic sentence stating the reader I s general
reaction to the book and developed with illus
trations :; another report sumr.:arizing the plot or
jor points made by the author, and a third ex�
plaining the kinds of readers who might like or
dislike the book. (These three can be com"'
binect rnto a longer T9porL ny STUQQnts or
higher ability.)
6. Explanations of processes that may be described
in thronological sequence ("How a Bill Becomes
a Law"; "How to Change a Tire n ; "How to Make a
Cake n )
7. Paraphrases of reference material
8. Plans for dramatizations, skits, radio or TV
programs
9. Summaries of discussions
�

-

Sentences and Diction
1. Control of basic simple sentence patterns
in writing
2. El:imina.tion of fragments and run-on's
3. Ability to use natural word order in
sentences
4. Use of concrete vocabulary
5. Use of descriptive verbs when appropriate
6. Use of single word and phrase modifiers
in proper position for clarity
7. Elimination of trite words and expressions
8. Use of appropriate transitior1a.l words for
narration and expla.'"'l.ation
9. Use of proper sequence of simple verb
tenses in narration, summarization, and
explanation

l. Writing sentences using basic sentence patterns
2. Revising sentences taken from students' themes
for concreteness of vocabular/ and natural and
clear word order
3. Revising paragraphs to improve coherence by
placing tense from past to present or vice versa,
improving or providing appropriate transitional
expressions
4. Supplying the "exact" word for blanks inserted
in sentences taken from students' themes (to
improve diction)
S. Supplying synonyms for words underlined by the
teacher on students' themes
6. Supplying topic sentences for paragraphs of nar
ration or ex:planation
7. Supplying clincher sentences for paragraphs of
narration or explanation
8. Writing one-sentence summaries
9. Finding examples of different simple sentence
patterns in newspapers and magaaines
10. Making sentence outlines based on reading notes
ll. 11'...aking topic outlines using p-epositional phrases
or nouns or combinations of these two
12. Revising fragments and run-on 1 s taken from
students' themes

'&.

Skills and Abilitie

Paragraphs

L Ability to write several connected para
graphs of narration and summary
2. Ability to write paragraphs of dialogue
3. Ability to write a short narrative con
taining dialogue
4. Ability to write explanations of processes
that do not follow a chronological order
5. Ability to write paragraphs in the order
of importance
6. Ability to ·write a paragraph description of
a place or person that is based on a single
dominant impression� with a topic sentence
stating the controlling impression and t he
concrete details and :LlL.1strations arranged
in order of effectiveness

Difficulty Level Two
Related Assi�ents and Activities
1. Letters of inquiry or request
2. Friendly letters describing incidents and
conversations
3. Factual reports based on library sources and/or
observations
4. Statements of opinions supported by verifiable
factual data, arranged 1n order of effect or
importance
5. Reproductions of conversations, real or imaginary
6. Features for the school paper or class based on
humorous dialogues
7. ushort shortu stories--with setti..r1g giving a
dominant impression, dialogue :, and narration
8. Written directions for school or community con
tastsJi. for traveling from one place to another .,
for playing a game
9. Letters to foreign npen pals" explaining the
schools here J the kind of en'l:,ertaiu,"Tlent A.Tfl..eri
can �eenagers enjoy
10. Single-paragraph impressions of actual persons,
or of characters in a story or television series
11. Descriptions of settings based on actual obser
vation and emphasizing only one characteristic
or quality of the place

\,.)
-.J

-

Sentences and Diction
l. Experimentation with changes in word order
for variety and emphasis
2. Use of compound elew..ents to eliminate
repetition
J. Use of compound sentences for variety and
elimination of repetitive ideas
4. Use of transition words and expression
appropriate to dominant-impression descrip
tions
5. Experimentation with different levels of
diction in dialogue
6. Use of the active voice of verbs in narra
tion and description
7. Understanding of the 11 emphatic 11 positions
within the sentence

Skills.;md Abilitie

1. Revising sentences with misplaced modifiers
2. Revising sentences to place greater emphasis
· on a particular word or idea by shifting its
position
5. Substituting single word for phrase modifiers
4. Revising repetitious writing by using compound
elerents, compound sentences, appositives, and
pronouns
C'.. Experimenting with changes in verb tense or
voice to test effectiveness
6. Practicing various simple devices for getting
humorous effects in stories or dialogues�
exaggeration, broad parody
7. Finding examples (in newspapers, magazines, or
books) 0£ sentences with various introductory
modifiers and expressions
8. Supplying appropriate transitional expressions
in paragraphs of narration, explru:iation, con
versation, order of importance.

Difficulty Level Three
Related Assignments and Activities

Para$!"¥hS
l. Ability to write a short reportorial para
graph, v.'i.th most important details first and
with proper facts in the lead
2. Ability to write a paragraph revealing and
analyzing one's feelings or reactions
3. Ability to write a descriptive paragraph of
a place, using spatial sequence for arrange
of details

1. Articles for the school paper reporting a class
happening of interest to the student body
2. Articles for the community paper reporting a
school event of general int,erest
3. Descriptions of places based on actual observa
tion and developed in such a way as to show
spatial relationship

w
co

4.
5.

Ability to write a paragraph of op:m:Lon,
with reasons to support the opinion sub
divided and arranged in order of importance
Ability to write paragraphs of comparison
and contrast

Sentence� Diction
1. Ability to write balanced and periodic
sentences
2. Ability to write complex sentences that
indicate various ki.."lds of relationships
3. Elimination of repetitive sentences
4. Elimination of redundancies in words and
expressions

4.

Aceounts of personal reactions to settings or
people that produced exaggeratedly pleasant or
unpleasant reactions
5. Comparisons of two different places that produced
reactions of contrasting kinds or of two different
. books by the same author
6. An.--iouncements of coming even.ts for· the school
paper or public address system
7. Letters of com.plaint describing in detail the rea ...
sons for one's dissatisfaction
8. Letters of appreciation, L�cluding some reasons
for one's gratitude
9. Descriptive sketches in the form of settings for
dramatizations
10. Reactions to an event or a piece of literature
that produced a strong emotional response
11. Answers to essay questions requ.iri..""l.g generaliza
tions backed up with illustrations, examples,
details arranged in order o f importance
12. Reviews recommending a book o r movie
13. Le-tters of sympathy, apology
1. Supplying transitional expressions in practice
material from which these have been omitted
2. Finding examples of transitional expressions in
newspaper articles, selections froffi anthologies;
identifying these expressions with basic organi
zational pattern of the selection
3. Revising sentences containing trite expressions
and redundancies
\.,J
'O

5.

Use of transitional words used in paragraphs
showing spatial relationships, expressing
opinions, or describing comparisons and
contrasts
6. Correct use of parallel structure i.I1
sentences
7. Use of similes or metaphors to clarify or
dramatize comparisons

4.

Developing balanced topic sentences to introduce
paragraphs of contrast
5. Developing periodic sentences to emphasize the
importance of an idea
6. Revising paragraphs contair...ing too many similarly
constructed sentences
7. Finding examples of various sentence types in
reading materials
8. Experimenting with expressing related ideas in
compound and complex sentences; evaluating the
effectiveness of each in various contexts
9. Ma.king outlines in preparation for writing or as
a way of retaining ·what is read; varying the
structure in successive outlines to practice
parallel structure
10. Revising sentences taken from students' themes to
eliminate faulty parallelism
11. Taking notes on sensory observations and impres
sions; organizing these in parallel form prepara•
tory to making an outline for a descriptive essay
12. Finding examples of similes and metaphors in
advertisements

g

Difficulty Level Four
Related Assignments and Activities
SkiD.s and Abilities
Paragraphs
1. Letters to the editor of the school or community
1. Ability to write paragraphs showing cause
paper, attempting to convince readers that a
and effect relationships
particular point of view is more sensible than
2. Ability to 'i.Tite a paragraph of persuasion .,
another
using inductive or deductive reasoning
2. Speeches setting forth one 1 s qualifications for
3. Ability to write a paragraph describing a
a school office
moving object
4. Ability to write a paragraph of extended
3. Factual reports or papers, using details and
illustrations to back up generalizations and
definition
statements of opinion and following a general-
5. Ability to write several consecutive para
to.specific or a specefit�to-generaJ.. sequence
graphs of expository narration, comparison
and contrast, description, opinion, or
4. Description of garr.es 1 emphasizing the quality
reaction
of the players I movements
5. Deseriptions of a parade from the point of
view of a stationary spectator
6. Answers to essay questions requiring extended
definition, support of generalizations, induc
tive or deductive reasons, expository narra
tion, or explanation of cause and effect rela
tionships
7. Factual reports explaining processes of a
complex nature
8. Analyses of mood, style, or point of view :in a
literary selection
9. Essays of personal opinion
10. Precis and paraphrases of literary material
11. Comparisons and contrasts of several articles
or books by different authors
12. Reactions to quotations and epigrams
13. Paraphrases of famous quotations

�

Sentences� Diction
1. Use of devices that contribute to concise.
ness in diction and sentence structure
2. Understanding and use of the function of
various conjunctions in expressing subtle
relationships
3. Elimination of jargon, sentimental refer
ences, unnecessar;r words, overblown language
4. Use ot several devices to achieve emphasis
�"i.thin sentences
S. Effective use of various grammatical construc
tions for variety and emphasis

1. Supplying topic sentences and transitional de ...
vices for dittoed materials from which these
have been omitted
2. Supplying outlines to show development of topic
sentences
3. Supplying transitional sentences between para
graphs
4. Ex:pressions of various relationships (causal,
conditional, temporal, spa·tial) with different
conjunctions; evaluating for clarity and emphasis
5. Revising material containing jargon j senti.,iental
references, other weaknesses of diotion
6. Rewriting an emotional account of an event in
an objective way
7. Expressing a one-sentence reaction to a cur
rent book, movie, or dramatic news event by
imitating the sentence structure of a well-knovm
critic or news analyst
8. Finding examples of differ-ent ways to achieve
emphasis in sentences
9. Finding examples in current periodicals of dif
ferent levels of diction

�

Difficulty Level Five
Related Assignments and Activities

Skills and Abilities
Pa't'agraphs
1. Ability to write paragraphs w.i.th no expressed
1. Ans wers to essay questions requi.rlllg a variety of
topic sentence
structural patterns or combinations of patterns
2. Short library paper (l,500-2 1 000 words) requiri ng
2. Ability to develop several consecutive para
graphs of contEast, comparison, argumentation,
use of p rim.a.ry and secondary sources, direct ob
opinion, definition and explanation, narra
servations, and personal inquiry, submitted with
tion, description, dialogue, cause and effect,
note cards, outlines, and bibliographical data
3. Critical analyses or reviews of literature
inductive or deductive reasoning
4. Developments of a topic sentence, using several
3. Abi lity to write a paragraph of classification
different types of organization and evaluating
and division
4. Ability to select the appropriate types of
them for effectiveness
5. Letters to colleges requesting information, apply
paragraph developments for a variety of pur
ing for admission
poses and topics
5. Ability to develop several connected para6. Experimenting with factual and 11 amotionaln treat
graphs using a combination of structural patterns
ments of the sa.."lle topic
Sentences and Dictioi
1. Rew riting material containing trite figures of
1. Use of ill types of transitional words and de
speech
vices between words, sentences, and paragraphs
2. Supplying figures of speech in practice exercises
2, Experimentation with use of figures of speech
3. Rewriting material to make it more concise
of all kinds
4. Writing one-sentence summaries of plots, the.�es,
3. Understanding and use of all -ways to achieve
arguments
economy in writing
S. Imitating the sentence structure of contemporary
4. Command of all basic sentence patterns
writers
S. Use of transitional words for paragraphs or
6. Supplying transitional expressions for para
classification and division
graphs of all types

I;:
\,J
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Many a student groans with dismay at the thought of composition.
Invariably, the uppermost question is, "What do I have to write about?tt
His own direct experiences seem commonplace and trivial to him.
Fortunately, it is at this point that the integr ated nature of
English can be brought to bear most effectively.

For f'ull impact.,

c omposition-...the third phase of the tripod o:f language ., literature,
an d composition---leans for support on the legs of the other two-
language and literature.

Just as methods of analysis in language

Provide techn iques for understanding the structures of thought of

others, so also this analytical approach works to enable the student

to structure his own expressions with clarity and fluency.

Just as a

study of the nature of language helps the student to understand the
workings. of his language, so this knowledge provides subject matter for
expository compositions 1n which he demonstrates his understanding by
the choice of vivid and appropriate language.

Just as literature, the

artistic composition of skilled writers, is a subject matter rich in
in.formation and enjoyment, so it becomes for the student a springboard
in the development of his own skills in writing by providing both set
ting and pattern.

Here is the opportunity to malce English the balanced,

well-rounded, and non-segmented whole that it by nature is.
One word of caution for the secondary teacher is nece::wary:

compositions short.

keep

Sauer quotes Arthur Mizener, who at the Yale

Conference on the Teaching of English several yea.rs ago, said, "The
single paragraph of five or six sentences raises all the problems of
a longer composition. 1121 Salier:. himseli' continues:
21Edwin H, Sauer, En�ish in the Secondarz School (New York:
Holt, Rinehart a nd Winston, Iiic7'; l9bl), P• 87.

C�rtainly it gives instruction in organizing and shaping a
single thought. For the first year or two composition in
the secondary school, in €:,>Tades seven and eight, that is,
ought to be limited to very short pieces, chiefly to para
graphs. The teacher must insist that in each paragraph a
single, clear, orderly thought must be presented to the
reader. This is enough at first. As a matter of fa.ct,
�h e colleges would be very happy if _Enlz paragraph writ
ing were accomplished in -·
all of the students who come to
them. 22
The .matter of evaluation of work in composition poses another
dilemma for many teachers.

Aside from the sheer burden of such a bulk

of subjective material submitted for judgment, there is still .the
problem as to the amount of correction to be made on student papers
and

the kind of grade to be given.
The Commission on English states:

"Even the most cursory reading

sho uld be accompanied by the marking �f errors in spelling ., punctua

tion, grammar ., and diction.

Sometimes corrections should be supplied,

more often only the need for them indicated wherever faults occur that

the student will be required to correct."23 Sauer cautions as follows:
Unless you are working with very advanced students on the
highest grade levels, don't try to nark every error on
every paper. Some teachers prefer to concentrate on one
or two kinds of' error per theme. A paper all covered
over with the reader's marks can be woefully discourag
ing.,. particularly to the student who is trying hard for
the first time. Concentrate on one or two difficulties
and let the student work for paper or two to correct
these. When he does, he will see that he has accom
plished something, and you can go on to something else.
But when you mark every single blunder, he is overwhelmed by the number of mistakes and gives up trying. 24
22Ibid.

2.E•

23commission on English of the College Entrance Examination Board,
ill•, P• 98.
24sauer .£.E• ill•, P• 9 .
.,
3
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Gertrude Stearns suggests the use of a simple system of correction
marks for composition--a system which appears adequate and yet capable
of expansion if the need should arise:
Correction Marks for C omposition
Misspelled words: Underline. It is not necessary to
r.J:rite t!sp" in the margin.
Wrong choice of words: Underline and write 11 W11 above
the word.
Errors in punctuation: Checkrnark at point of error.
. Awkward construction. Needs to be rephrased in
order to read better. Plake line extend £ar
{( / enough to indicate extent of passage which needs
correction.

Definite error in sentence structure.
be rewritten.
SI must

J Begin a

Sentence

new para.graph here.

No fl-Do not begin a new paragraph here.
?

Something neems to be wrong here. Use this for all
kinds of odds and ends of errors. Train pupils to
ask if they do not see what is wrong.

See me When a matter requires more explanation than
can be given by the above symbols, or the er
ror spreads over a large area, make a note
for the pupil to call the matter to the
teacher's attention so that individual��
planation and instruction can be given.
The kind of grade given varies among individual teachers. Stearns
tecommends the use of
•• �two grades on composition work: one for content
and the intangible qualities such as interest, under
standing, suitability of treatment, and the achieve
ment 0£ objective; and one for mechanics and usage.
A grade like B+ will encourage pupil who had a eood

D-

25Stearns 2.E• cit., p. 213.
.,
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idea and expressed it in an interesting £ashion but had
trouble with his spelling and punctuation. The teacher
can record a£ in her book, but such a mark on the paper
would give the pupil no hint that his good idea had been
recognized and appreciated. Similarly ., a mark of C lJ'i.11
take care of the distressing situation which
73!;
arises when a painstakingly correct paper appears� without
a spark of interest or effort in its composition. £6
Sauer ., at the other extreme,. firmly states:

"Avoid the wishy-washy

practice of one grade :for thought and one for grammatical correctness.
If the composition is successful, all parts of it serve one another--

the paper is a successful whole. 27

A congenial blend of these widely divergent systems of grading
has been achieved by Paul B. Diederich,. whose score sheet came into
the hands of this writer through Mrs •. Dorothy B. Schlegel, of the

Longwood College English Department.
of the score

sheet

(An item-by-item interpretation

may be .found in the IW publication edited by

Arno Jewett, ImEroving En�lish Composition, 1965, on pages 96-97.)
Insoi'ar as possible ., this score sheet approaches, it seems an
2,bjective grade of subjective material.

Further, although it implies

that skilled writi.ng is culminated in an organic whole, yet it pro
vides the student with a clear picture of his area or areas of need.
A copy of the score sheet is given on the next page.
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A SCALE FOR GRADING ENGLISH CO.MPOSITION

1--Poor

2--Weak

3--Average

4--Good

.5--Excellent

GEN1!:RA.L MERIT
1. Quality and development of ideas

1 2 3

4 5

2• Ocganization, relevance, movement

1 2 3

4 5

3. Style, flavor, indi"lriduality

l 2 3

4.

4 5
4 5

l 2 3
Subtotal

Wording and phrasing

SCORE

x5

Subtotal

x3

MECtiA'!f,rCS

5. Grammar� sentence structure

1 2 3

4 5

6. Punctuation

1 2 3

4 5

7. Spelling

l 2 3

4 5

8. Manuscript form, legibility

1 2 3 4
Subtotal

5

- xl

Total grade

.R.00.llKS

(Developed by Paul B. Diederich. .Improvi �lish Com o ition,
Jewett and Bish, eds. National Education!1jsaociation, !965.)

CHAPTER V
THE MAS 1'ER PLAU
In set,ting up

the detailed plan for English instruction in the

Uinth and tenth grades
of Amelia High School, the writer has followed,
in generali, sugges
tions made by Gertrude Stearns in Engli�h 2:!! �

� l;!i_gh School. According to Mrs. Stearns,

. Pupils have two types of needs which must be satisfied
�n an adequate educational program. Basic needs are
itams that will actually be used by all pupils, whatever
their needs, interests and abilities may be. Special
needs are items of importance to some pupils, but not to
all. Often a large number of pupils uill exhibit the
same need, but it cannot be called basic unless it is
actually common to all.
The English program must be divided into basic
Phases and special phases, in order to satisfy those
neect5 .l
The writer has, in the local situation, equated the special�

as t h o s e
o;f the college-bound section (which frequently includes a
.few o;f the
more able students of the non-college-bound group) but has

Provided f'or any necessary strengthening of these students 1 �
needs by
including these items in the master plan as "Areas of Gener 1
Interest. 11 Instruction in the basic �, then, is available to both

College-bo

und and non-college-bound students.

Mrs. Stearns includes in the basic phases of English the following:

l. Ab ility to speak good colloquial English
2. Ability to read simple prose
3. Ability to write simple, colloquial prose o.f no great
length
4. Ability to listen to and understand non-technical and
non-literary speech
5. Growth in maturity of personality and judgment2

-

1

2

stearns, 2E• ,.£Jl., PP• 70-71,

Ibid.
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The special phases--to be undertaken only by those iho can do so
with pleasure and profit--Mrs. Stearns li�ts as follows:
Grammar
Punctuation
Correct Usage
Remedial Reading
Literary techniques
Style
Theories of plot construction
Development of theme
Versification
Figures of speech
The older English classics
The more difficult and mature modern works
Literary history and biography
Rhetoric
Development of style in writing
Study and practice of different forms of writing
Creative writing
Debating and more formal public �peaking
Dramatics3
Mrs. Stearns suggests the following allocation of items of needs
for various kinds of students;
1. College preparatory (not necessarily brilliant)
All of special phases except correct usage and reme•
dial reading
No. 5 of Basic Phases (growth in maturity of personal
ity and judgment)
Any points in nos, 1-4 of Basic Phases that they need
or have time and interest to work on.
2. Brilliant pupils not going to college
Mo. 5 of Basic Phases especially
As much of Special Phases as they need or enjoy
Grammar if they are interested (or if local tradition
insists that they ought to study it. Thoy can do
it, all right, but there 1 "' no real reason why thoy
shouldl)

Special emphasis on:
1odern literature of advanced type
Creative writing, both for development of own
eyle, and to increase appreciation of what
'they read
Dramatics
Debating and public speaking

3
�., PP• 67-68.
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3• Average pupils not going to college
Nos. 1-5 of Basic Phases
Correct usage
Punctuation
Any other Spe?ial P�ases ,that t�ey need or enjoy
Creative writing in oraer to increase appreciation
little grammar, for recognition purposes such as:
very
A
'
Subject and predicate
Verbs, nouns, pronouns, adjectives, adverbs
Sentence sense

4.

5.

Slow learners
Nos. 1-5 of Basic Phases (according to ability)
Correct usage
Punctuation, taught incidentally., with only a few simple
points emphasized
Remedial reading (if necessary)
Creative writing for self-expression and appreciation
(no study of technique)
Retarded pupils
Nos. 1 and 2 of Basic Phases on a very simple level
Uos. 4 and 5 of Basic Phases at pupil's own level
No. 3 in very limited amounts and on a very simple
level
Usage
Remedial reading
Assistance in simple punctuation4

An. effort has been made to incorporate these suggestions, as well as
ideas from other works cited, in the culmination of this thesis study-
the master plan, which follows immediately.

4Ibid

• ., pp. 69-70.
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THE
MINIMUMESSENTIALS

GRADE 9

Practice in technique s of reading

READING

Word recognition:
)
Sight (configuration clues
Co ntext clues
Phonetic analys is
Prefixes and suffixes
Dictio nary use
Recognition of idioms
Comprehension:
Following Directions
LocatingInformation
Finding Proof
details
Remembering si gnificant
Critical skill:
om opinion
Distinguishing fact fr
Rate:
pur pose
Adjustmen t of rate to
SQ3R M e thod of Study

WRITING

'1"

grammar :
Introduction to tools of
Sentence s ense
Subject and predicate
Paragraph development
Topic s entence
Clincher sentence
Word choice
Mechanics:
Capit alization
Punctuation
Spelling

AREAS OF GENERALINTEREST
ive )
Reading (Chiefly narratenture)
adv
(of
Short Stories
Legends, Fables
Narrative poems
om KJV Bible (Stories
Selecte d portio ns fretc
.)
of Joseph, Ruth,
Simple plays
phy
Biography and autobiogra
ports s tories
Newspaper reports and s

Parallel Reading:
od--choice dependOne bo ok per grading perield chosen by
ing upon an interest fi
s tudent
ents in need of
Reading materials for s tud
le in
remedial instruction--availab
ing
and
t
rs
e
d
n
U
SH.AReading for
y
tor
ora
SRA Reading Lab
la Hanton
Be .a Better Reader Series (Ni
-Smith)
ll-Loft)
Specific Skills Series (Barne
llbuilders
Reader' s Diges� Reading Ski
ies
Unit Lessons in Reading Ser
J
---cHcCall-Crabbs
(and others)
iefly nar rative)
Writing for fluen cy (Ch
Friendly letters
dent
Paragraph relating an inci
Factual writing:
Minutes of club meeting
nt (sp orts or
Report of s ome school eve
club) to s chool paper

---------- ---

vivid word s
Development of use of
Personal

er ror

chart

Personal spelling list

,AREAS FOR SPECIAL GROUPS
ng:
re
Practic e in analytical skills in adi
Drawing inferences
le, metaphor,
Basic figures of �p�ech : simfhyperbole
r
cation,
epithet , personifi

S pecial reading:
Longer narrative poems
Ballads
Myths
.,� Midean drana (e .g
An e asy Shakespear
)
summer Night'� �n 11 One Boy's Life11 -A nove] (First s ectioel--d )
from -� C_opperfi
Parallel ;reading:
ing
Ad ditional book or books eachfrograd
t
m
lis
bly
a
r
e
period--chosen pref
lege
col
for
e
d
nd
of books recomme
bound students

rs ation
Punctuation of c onve
Summarizing

writing
Outlining of expository
n
Paragraph of descriptioand slanted headlines
l
ua
ct
Preparation of fa
Cr eative wri'ting:
ol ving both narraA 5-par agraph theme inv
tion and des cription paper
Clas s edition of school from novel or play
ne
Preparation of a sce ation
atiz
am
for class dr
quatrain
Verse forms: limerick,
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GRADE 9

SPEAK IN

MINIMIB1 ESSENTIALS
Practice in correct usage
Practice in adjusting speaking voice to
size of room and audience
Oral reports to teacher about books read
Introduction to basic skills of parliamentary
proce dure

AREAS OF GENERAL INTEREST
Conversation groups

Relating incidents
Discussing books of mutual interest
Committee planning

Making announcements about school-sponsored
events
Participation in class quiz programs and
word games

FOR SPECIAL GROUPS

Choral readi ng

Dramatization of scenes from novels or plays
Explanation of posters containing names of
products derived from mythology
Panel discussion

Individual presentation of short prepared
talks (about. la ng uage)

Practice in recording own voice on tape

•·

Participation in class and club meetings:
Makes a nomination
States a motion
Presents:· secretary I s minutes
Presents;; treasurer I s report
Makes a committee report
LISTENING

AREAS

Courteous atte ntion to spe aker-
teacher, student, assembly speaker

Development of liste ning skills
TQLR Formula (Tune-in, Question, Listen,
Review)
SRA Listening Skillbuilders
Listening to Study Skills Records
Listening to records of good literature,
especially humorous poetry

Discusses the question
Presides over a class or club meeting

1'aking of notes on lectures by asse mbly
speakers

Reporting on radio or TV newscasters
Listening to records o f the changing
English language
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j
I GRADE 10

MINIMUM ESSEN'l:'IALS

AREAS FOR SPECIAL GROUPS
AREAS OF GENERAL INTEREST
lr - -- - ----------L--------------t------------iR E A D I N G Continuation of Reading Skills

!

r

in Grade 9

developed

Reading for Informa tion
Encyclopedias
Assorted reference books
Magazines and newspapers
Dictionaries
Voca tional guides

Skills used in consulting sources of
information--dictionaries and other
reference works

Reading for EnJ· oyment
Short stories--some of pure lY II escape II
nature·' some which involve the solving
of personal problems of interest to
teenagers
Short plays
A m odern short novel
Some Arthurian legends in prose
Some modern essays of the 11 chatty11 or
humorous type
Parallel Reading: One book per grading period-
an assortment o f types

·. w R I T I N G

Basic understanding of syntax

d,
Variety of sentences : simple, co�p o� s
ti �
complex, compound-complex (Comb1n�nat�ion
rdi
o
sub
on
is
s
E
a
mph
of patterns )
' Variety of structures (Transformational
grammar)
Introductory participial phr ase
Introductory adverbial clause
Appositive construction
hrases
Prepositional, infinitive, a�d ger�d � e
Restrictive and non-restrictive adJectiv
clauses
above
Punctuation s kill s appropriate for the

•

Writing (Chief'ly factual and e xpository)
Friendly letters, social notes
Simple business letters
E.xplanation of a process
Directions for �eaching a des tination
Letters to editor of school paper
Theme based on investigation of a vocation:
description of career, requirements , op
portunities, etc.
Development of ability to choose precise words

Reading for appreciation of literary
skill
study of types of literature
The short story--including a P oe selection
The drama--Julius Caesar
The novel--Silas Marner
Biography and autobiography
The essay (using supplementary mater
ial not available in text)
T he literary ballad--11 The Rime of the
Ancient Mariner"
Lyric poetry (including selected Psalms
from KJV Bible)
The literary epic--11 Gareth and Lynette11

Study of terms used in analysis: charac
ters, protagonist, tragic hero, tragic
flaw, plot, climax, a tmosphere, local
color, theme, suspense, style, rhythm,
stanza, blank verse, rhyme, pa rallelism,
soliloquy, flashback, point of view, etc.
Figures of speech: alliteration, onomato
poeia, anachronism, apostrophe
Versification: blank verse, ballad form
Parallel Reading: Additional book or b ooks
for each grading period (including in
forma tion on Renaissance drama)
Transitional expressions
Creative writing:
Character sketch
Paragraphs developed by comparison or
contrast, reason
Paragraph describing an abstract qual
ity or a belief
Paragraph explaining s ome phase of lang
uage devel opment: Loan words, neologisms,
processes of change in meaning, etc.
Evaluation of movies, TV programs , etc.
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GRADE 10

is

.MINIMUM ESSENTIALS

PE AK IN◊ Practice in standard usage
Techniques in oral reading
Phrasing
Emphasis
Word stress
Pitch variations
Pause

AREAS FOR SPECIALGROUPS

AREAS OFGENERAL INTEREST

Panel discussio ns

Conversation groups
Committee planning

Arranges and participates in in'terview

Individually prepared talks (about vocation)

Oral reading of passages giving information
pertinent to class discussions

Recitation of favorite passages c£ poetry

.Announcements about forthcoming school events

Dramatization of scenes from Julius Caesar

Introductions:
Social--one person to another
Group--a speaker to an audience

LISTEN - · Courteous attention
ING
Continuation of skills begun in English 9
Listening to humorous poetry

/ SRA Listening a nd Note-Taking Skillbuilders

to :recor dings of great literature,
II Listening
especially scenes from Julius Caesar

!

Listening to selections from "A '.l'housand
Years of English Pronunciation"
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